
The Russian Intellectual
Property Legal Framework
Recent years have seen Russia implement several reforms to its IP laws as it became a

full WTO member. To find out more about the legal framework surrounding intellectual

property in Russia, Lawyer Monthly speaks to Aleksandr Belotcerkovskii, a patent agent at

Papula-Nevinpat.

for example there is no difference in the

official fees anymore. Future changes are

aimed at further harmonization of the law

with international practices. Patent law is

quite harmonized already, but for example

the industrial designs still need claims in the

application to be granted design protection

– this will change in the near future and

design applications will only need drawings,

as they do in most countries.

The IP court will mainly handle three

categories of IP cases: contestations of

regulatory and statutory acts; disputes on

grant or invalidation; and all disputes relating

to infringement rights, licensing and

assignments. In the latter category, the court

acts only as a court of cassation, not as the

first instance. Copyright-related cases at

present do not fall under the jurisdiction of

the IP court.

What are the main problems that the

specialized IP court is expected to solve?

One of the first questions that occur to a

company developing a patent strategy in

Russia is: “are there any court statistics in

our field?” The short answer is no, at least not

definitive statistics. IP protection in its current

form is quite young in Russia and consistent

case law in this field of law was not given

high priority among other problems that

legislators had to deal with. Also, judges of

district commercial courts and the Chamber

of Patent Disputes (dealing with invalidation

cases up until now) have been overloaded

with work and could not always give

complicated IP cases enough attention.

Please introduce yourself, your role and your

firm.

My technical field is nanotechnologies,

mechanics and telecommunications, and

my working languages are English and 

Russian. Our company specializes in IPRs in

Russia, Finland, Ukraine, Belarus, Kazakhstan,

Uzbekistan and other Eurasian countries for

clients from all over the world. In addition,

we have registered European Patent, Design

and Trademark Attorneys working at our

Helsinki office, and of course a network of

connections all over the world.

What have been the key IP reforms

implemented in Russia over recent years?

These reforms can be divided into two main

categories: changes in the legal acts and

changes in the functioning of certain legal

institutions. With regards to IP law, the Russian

Civil Code Part 4, the main statutory act

governing the protection of IP, is currently in

an “amendments phase” wherein certain

changes have already been adopted to

comply with the TRIPS requirements now that

Russia is a member of WTO, and more

changes are on their way. The major reform

in the work of state judicial institutions is

undoubtedly the establishment of a new

IP court – the first specialized commercial

court in the country.

What will be/have been the main effects of

these reforms?

Reforms in legal acts have led to equal

treatment of Russian and foreign applicants,

These are the main problems that the IP

court will have to face. Now the promise was

made that sufficient consideration will be

given to complex patent cases; the court’s

staff will include professionals in most

technical fields as well as “mediators”

available for parties that want to settle cases

without bringing them into the courtroom.

What legal issues should foreigners be aware

of in terms of IP when looking to invest/start

a business in Russia?

It is always a good idea to consult local

lawyers and patent attorneys when dealing

with patent and trademark prosecution,

licensing, protection of IPs and disputes.

However, differences in the legal systems of

Russia and the rest of the world are quite

minor and usually easy to understand. Many

problems can be solved through traditional

means such as warning letters and open

communication, and if that is not an option,

court procedure is becoming more and

more efficient and transparent. LM
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